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Swytch is a cloud mobile
network that offers mobile
numbers on-demand
to companies

Chris

Companies can now offer business mobile numbers to their teams without
providing mobile phones.
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Product
Swytch mobile numbers are hosted in the cloud.
Companies can easily allocate and manage their numbers
from an online dashboard, while teams use a simple app to
communicate with them.
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Virtual Numbers
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Online Dashboard

Team’s app

Scalable & flexible
Virtual Numbers

No additional handset
No need to purchase and carry around multiple handsets,

What are Virtual Numbers?
Swytch numbers are "SIM card free", which means they are not
bound to hardware and are accessible from any connected device.
We work alongside one of the main UK mobile operator, so our
numbers work in exactly the same fashion as any other UK mobile
number. They are inclusive, SMS and call enabled and can also be
used on third party services such as WhatsApp.
To start using Swytch, no change is required on either the company
or the employees’ side. Businesses register online and distribute
mobile numbers to their teams, which are instantly available to
employees via the Swytch app.

everything works on your team’s personal devices

No commitment
Feel free to get and cancel any number at any time,
flexibility is the key!

Existing numbers port-in
Keep your existing business numbers by easily transferring
them to Swytch

Powerful features
Get powerful features on your mobile numbers, not
available from a traditional operator.

Landline numbers
Provide landline numbers to your employees too and
merge all the cumbersome devices into a practical one
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Online dashboard
The online dashboard provides you with control over
your Swytch numbers ranging from scaling instantly your
numbers stock to controlling access and permissions on an
individual basis.

Easy management
Instant allocation & transfer
Get new numbers instantly and transfer them easily
between employees

Usage analytics
Check live analytics on your company numbers usage

Individual permissions
Provide your team with access to enhanced features
according to their specific needs

Cost control
Keep an eye on your company spending at any time
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Powerful features
Call recording on the fly
Conference call on the fly
Call cascading
Custom availability
Smart call diverts
White & Black Listing
Virtual assistant
Desktop app
Voicemail and text by email
Company shared contact book
Communications analytics
CRM Integrations
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How Swytch Works
Swytch calls use Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP)
capacities, which means they are transmitted over data
on the Swytch user’s end and delivered as a traditional call
Philip
Swytch User

on the recipient’s side. Swytch users are therefore able to

Katie
3rd party on any network

communicate normally with any number in the world.
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Philip’s business number

Instant registration
Companies need quick and easy access to mobile

SIGN UP

communications, therefore building an on-demand
service was one of our main focus. It resulted in
a very short and uncluttered sign-up process with

1. Company registers in minutes

INVITE

APP
STORES

2. Then invites employees

3. The team downloads the app

APP SWYTCH

APP
SWYTCH

4. And can start using their
numbers immediately
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instant access to mobile numbers thereafter.

DASHBOARD

5. Company can access numbers
analytics, allocate them to another
employee

What’s everyone saying?

User
Top Apps
for entrepreneurs

“The app is ideal for anyone who needs separate

“Swytch is a winner. Practical. Easy to use. Actually

phone numbers for business and pleasure, but doesn’t

using it every day more than I expected”

like the idea of shelling out for a second phone.”
- Bes Joy-Day Stephensen
- Mark Langshaw, Digital Spy

User
Top Apps
of the Week

“In terms of convenience, Swytch is a really easy way

“Excellent. Having used VOIP comms and virtual

to get a second (or third, or fourth) phone number on

numbers for several years (and many different

your existing phone with no hassle.”

providers) I can honestly say this is up there in
the top two. Works flawlessly 5*”

- Holly Brockwell, Gadgette
- Max James
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